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1. Introduction 
Continuing work of FURTWANGLER, DAVENPORT [1) proved in 1955 
a general theorem dealing with simultaneous diophantine approximation 
to r given real numbers. An important step in the proof of his theorem 
was the deduction of a certain approximation property of matrices. In 
terms of lattices this property is given by 
Theorem 1a. If A is a lattice in n-dimensional space, if s> 0 and 
N is sufficiently large, then A has a basis of vectors 01, ... , On such that 
for i=1, 2, ... , n-1, 
where ei is the i-th unit vector and the coordinates of the vectors 
di (i=1, 2, ... , n-1) are of the form O(N-I+•). 
At the end of his paper DAVENPORT formulates a dual result which 
concerns the approximation mod 1 to zero of one homogeneous linear 
form in r variables. He only sketches a proof of this result. At any rate, 
the main step of it, if enunciated in the terminology of lattices and bases 
thereof, is expressed by the following analogue of Theorem 1a: 
Theorem 1 b. If A is a lattice in n-dimensional space, if e > 0 and N 
is sufficiently large, then A has a basis of vectors 01, ... , On such that 
where fJ2, ... , fJn are real numbers and the coordinates of the vectors th, ... , bn 
are all of the form O(N-1+•). 
In a lecture held at a symposium on number theory at Amsterdam, 
a year ago, Prof. MuLLENDER suggested the problem of generalizing 
DAVENPORT's result to the case of the simultaneous approximation to 
zero of r homogeneous linear forms in s variables. In trying to solve 
this problem I found that the main difficulty lies in the generalization 
of the approximation properties of lattices enunciated above. In this 
paper I shall give such a generalization. In a subsequent paper the appli-
ca~ion to simultaneous diophantine approximation shall be dealt with. 
The generalization as mentioned is illustrated by 
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Theorem 2. Let A be a lattice in n-dimensional space and let r, s be 
positive integers with r + s = n. Let e > 0 and let N, M be sufficiently large 
positive numbers with NrM-8 =d(A). Then A has a basis of vectors 
01, ... , On such that 
(1) ~ Oi=N(ei+bi) for i=1, 2, ... , r ( Vi= 61ib1 + ... + eribr + (1/M)(ei + bi) for i =r+ 1, ... , n, 
where ehi(h=1, ... , r; i=r+1, ... , n) are real numbers and where the 
coordinates dhi of the vectors bi satisfy 
(2) 
~ dhi=O(max(N-I+•, M-1+•)) for h, i= 1, ... , r and for 
) h, i=r+ 1, ... , n 
~ dhi=O for h= 1, ... , r; i=r+ 1, ... , n. 
Contrary to the case of Theorem 1a, or Theorem 1b, there is nothing 
asserted about the last coordinates of 01, ... ,Or. I was unable to get here 
a restriction of the same type as for the other coordinates. But, 
fortunately, the values of these coordinates are irrelevant for the appli-
cation, as has already been remarked by DAVENPORT in the special case 
of Theorem 1a. As to the last relations (2), these are easily managed in 
the special cases. Thus, in the case r=r, s= 1 of Theorem 1a we need 
only to write On as a linear combination of 01, ... , On-1, en. And in the 
case r= 1, s=r of Theorem 1b we can obtain, by suitable minor changes 
of the numbers ei, that the coordinates b12, ... , b1n vanish, while the 
restrictions for the other coordinates remain -valid. 
In a less exact form, Theorem 2 says that A has a basis {01, ... , On} 
such that, in the first r coordinates, the vectors 01, ... , br are approximately 
fixed (large) multiples of e1, ... , er and that, modulo the subspace generated 
by these first vectors Vi, the last ones are fixed (small) multiples of 
er+1, ... ,en. It is convenient to state Theorem 2 in terms of matrices also. 
Let X denote the r xs-matrix of numbers efti. Then it reads as follows. 
Theorem 2'. Let A be any real, non-singular n Xn-matrix and let 
n=r+s. Then, for e>O and sufficiently large N, M with NrM-8 = ldet AI, 
there exists an integral unimodular matrix P such that AP has the form 
(3) ( N(lr+D) AP= y 
N(lr+D)X ) 
YX +M-1(ls+E) ' 
where Ir, Is are the unit matrices of order r, s respectively, the elements of 
D and E are all of the form O(max (N-1+•, M- 1+')) and X, Yare a certain 
r X s-matrix, c.q. s X r-matrix. 
In the following we always suppose, as we may do, that r and s are ~ 2. 
Below we shall prove Theorem 2'. Roughly speaking, the proof will 
run along the following lines. Let Q denote the inverse of the matrix P 
sought for. We shall divide the various n Xn-matrices occurring in the 
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proof into four sub-matrices obtained by taking either the first r or the 
last 8 rows, and either the first r or the last 8 columns of the complete 
matrices. Thus, for instance, we shall write, without further notational 
explications, 
We shall see that, without loss of generality, we may suppose that A3=0. 
Now suppose that, for some P, the matrix AP has the form (3). Then 
we have e.g. the following matrix relations: 
(4) 
(5) 
A1P1 +A2P2=N(Ir+D), 
A4P2=Y. 
Furthermore, multiplying both members of (3) to the left with 
( -N-1i(Ir+D)-1 ~J, 
we get 
Multiplying both members to the right with Q we get the following 
equation for Q4 (containing also Ir+D and Y): 
(6) 
Conversely, suppose that we have determined P in such a way that 
(4), (5) and (6) hold. Then, by (4) and (5), the first r columns of AP 
constitute the matrices N(Ir+D), Y, and so the last s rows of 
( Ir 0) 
-N-1Y(Ir+D)-1 Is AP constitute a matrix of the form (0, Z). 
Hence, ZQ4=A4-N-1Y(Ir+D)-1A2 and so, by (6), ZQ4 has the form 
M - 1(Is + E)Q4. Then it follows that AP has the form (3). 
In the course of the proof we shall multiply A to the right with a 
( Ir U) matrix 0 Is , where U is an integral r X8-matrix to be chosen 
suitably. The effect of this is that the submatrix A 2 is replaced by 
(7) 
We shall also, for a very special form of the submatrix P 2, establish 
sufficient conditions in order that, given P1, P2 and Q4, we can complete 
these sub-matrices to matrices P, Q which are unimodular and, further-
more, are each others inverse. 
In fact, it will appear that we can solve the problem by taking for P2 
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a matrix having elements =1= 0 only in its last column. As a consequence, 
the first r- l columns of A2P2, and also of A2* P 2 vanish, and we can 
determine r -1 columns of P1 independently of U. Further, the matrix P 2 
will be such that Y =A4P2 is approximately a matrix with only one 
element =1= 0, namely on the place (n, r). Consequently, the first r-1 
rows of both members of (6) do not depend heavily on U (neither on A 2). 
So also the first r -1 rows of Q4 can be determined independently of U. 
In the final stage of the proof we shall choose U, the last row of Q4 and 
the last column of P 1 so as to satisfy (4) and (6), with A1 replaced by 
A2*, and the conditions alluded to above. 
2. Some lemmas 
First of all, we shall make use of the basic Theorem 2 in the paper 
of DAVENPORT 1). We do not only need that which is enunciated in that 
theorem, but also some more information afforded by the proof of it. 
Therefore, we enunciate it here as the following 2) 
Lemma l. Let B=(biJ) be any real rx(r-1)-matrix. Then, if s>O 
and N is sufficiently large, there exists an integral r X (r -I)-matrix i\ = (PiJ) 
with the following properties : 
1°. IPii-NbiJJ<N• for i=l, ... ,rand j=l, ... ,r-1 
2°. the two numbers CXk and {Jk given by 
pn - - - P1k 
CXk= 
Pk1 -- - Pkk 
p21 _-;- - - P2k 
{Jk= ------- -
Pk+l,1 - - Pk+l,k 
are relatively prime for k = l, ... , r - l. 
We draw immediately a conclusion from 2° by proving 
Lemma 2. Let P1=(PiJ) be an integral rx(r-1)-matrix possessing 
the above property 2°. Then P1 can be written as P1 = R1 V 1, where R1 is 
an integral r X r-matrix with determinant l and V 1 = ( ViJ) satisfies 
Vij=O if i>j, Vjj=l (i=l, ... ,r; j=l, ... ,r-1). 
Proof. By 2°, with k= l, the elements pn and p21 are coprime. So 
there are integers r1, r2 with r1p11 +r2p21= l. Now consider the r xr-matrix 
R' = h/), where 
( rn: r12:) = ( r1 r2 ) and ri/ = bii otherwise 
r21 r22 - P21 Pn 
(bii denoting the Kronecker delta). If we write R'i\=(Pi/), then we 
1) Theorems 1a and 1b of the Introduction are corollaries of this theorem, but 
we shall not use this fact. 
2) See DAVENPORT [1], p. 188-189. 
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clearly have 
pn' = l, P21' = 0. 
This proves the lemma in the case r=2, with R1=R'-1. 
If r > 2, then we multiply R' P1 by a left factor U' of the form 
U' = (OiJ + 011 ui) so as to obtain a matrix U' R' P1 =(pi/') with pn" = l and 
Pil" = 0 for all i > l. We assert that 
g.c.d. (l pn 
P21 
P121 ' I Pll 
p22 P31 
=g.c.d. P12
11 1 I P21 11 
P32 11 ' P31 11 
By 2°, with k = 2, the expression on the left equals l. So, on account of 
pn" = l, P21" = p31" = 0, the assertion means that the elements P22", P32 11 
are coprime. We assert more generally that the k + l determinants of 
order k formed from the elements Pi/' with i = 2, ... , k + 2 and j = 2, ... , k + l 
by omitting any of the k + l rows are relatively prime, for k = l, ... , r- 2. 
This is most rapidly seen as follows. 
On account of 2°, there exists an integral quadratic matrix P' of order 
k + 2, and with determinant l, having in its first k + l columns the 
elements Pii with i=l, ... , k+2 and j=l, ... , k+l. Observing that U'R' 
has the form ( V k+2 0 ) where V k+2 is of order k + 2 and has 
W lr-k-2 ' 
determinant l, we see that there is a similar relation between the 
(unimodular) matrix Vk+2P' and the elements Pi/'. From this and 
Pil"=oil(i=l, ... , k+2) the asserted property follows. 
The lemma now follows by a suitable induction process. 
Corollary. If we complete P1 to a quadratic matrix P1 by adding 
an arbitrary new integral column, then P 1 is a product of three integral 
matrices: 
(8) 
where T1 is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements l, ... , l, h, where 
t1 = det T1 = det P1, and where 81 is a triangular matrix 81 = (SiJ) with 
(i, j= l, ... , r). 
For the only thing which occurs is that a new column to V1 is added 
also. The last element of this column must be taken as t1; cancelling a 
left factor T1, we obtain an integral matrix 8 1 of the type desired. We 
annotate here that the corollary gives more precise information con-
cerning the matrix P1 than is yielded by the theorem on the elementary 
divisors of a matrix. 
We now turn our attention to the matrix Q4• We apply the foregoing 
lemmas to the transposed of the matrix ( aii ), where i = r + l, ... , n- l 
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and j = r + 1, ... , n. We then find that, if s > 0 and M is sufficiently large, 
there exists an integral (s -1) X s-matrix Q4 = (qiJ), where i =r + 1, ... , n -1 
and i = r + 1, ... , n, with the following properties 
3°. IMaiJ-qiJI <M' for i=r+ 1, ... , n-1 and i =r+ 1, ... , n 
4 o. the matrix Q4 can be written as Q4 = V 4R4, where R4 is an integral 
s X s-matrix with determinant 1 and V 4 = ( ViJ) satisfies 
Vij = 0 if j > i, Vii= 1 (i=r+1, ... , n-1; i=r+1, ... , n). 
Also, for any integral row q = (qn,r+l, ... , qnn) we can decompose the 
quadratic matrix Q4 = (qtJ), where i, i = r + 1, ... , n, as a product 
(9) 
where all matrices are integral, T 4 is a diagonal matrix with diagonal 
elements 1, ... , 1, t4, where t4=det T4=det Q4, and 84 is a triangular 
matrix (SiJ) with 
StJ= 0 if i>i, Sii= 1 (i, i =r+ 1, ... , n). 
We further consider an integral s xr-matrix P 2 having elements #0 
only in its last column, say ~". We shall prove 
Lemma 3, Let P1, P2, Q4 be integral matrices, where P2 is of the above 
1 ype and P1, Q4 are of the form (8) and (9) respectively. Suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied _, 
1) det Q4 = det P 1, 2) ~" is the last column of R4- 1. 
Then P1, P2 can be completed to an integral n X n-matrix P and Q4 to an 
integral n x n-matrix Q, such that P and Q have determinant 1 and are each 
others inverse. 
Proof. The lemma will be true if we can determine Q1, Q2, Q3 m 
such a way that the following relations hold 
(10) 
(ll) 
For then Q has determinant 1 and P1, P 2 constitute the first r rows of 
Q-1. Now the matrices R1, 81, R4, 84 occurring in (8) and (9) all have 
determinant l. Hence Q is an integral matrix with determinant 1, if 
and only if this is true for the matrix 
If we use (8), then the equations (10) lead to the following equations 
for the Q/: 
Q1'T1S1 +Q2'R4P2=S1, Q3'T1S1 +Q4'R4P2=0. 
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From the form of Pz and SI it follows that 
(12) 
Hence the last equations can also be written as 
(13) 
Here, by the condition 2), R4.)J" is an s-vector with elements 0, ... , 0, l. 
Further, 
Q4' =S4-IQ4R4-I =T4. 
We can solve (13) with a matrix Q' of the form 
1 . 
·. 
I '1 
4>= u v 
1-. 
'1 
w t4 
where all open places are zero. For then (13) holds, providing that the 
numbers u, v, w satisfy the relations 
uh +v= 1, 
In view of (11) we also require that 
ut4-VW= 1. 
These three equations for u, v, w are soluble if (and only if) li = t4, i.e. 
if the condition 1) holds. We then find 
W= -1, V= 1-tiU, u arbitrary. 
We note that the above reasoning is also valid in the case that 
det Q4 = det PI= 0. The lemma has now been proved. 
Finally, we prove the following well-known 
Lemma 4. Let ,):l be any column vector and o any row vector both 
consisting of s elements. Then 
det (Is+.):lo)= 1 +o.):l. 
Proof. Let pi, bi (i = 1, ... , s) be the elements of ,):l, o respectively. 
We may suppose that PI io 0. Then, subtracting suitable multiples of the 
first row from the other rows and expanding according to the first row, 
we obtain 
PI-I+bi bz bs - -- bs 
- pc Ipz 1 0 - - - 0 
det (ls+.):lo) =PI -pcips 0 1 - - - 0 
-PI -Ips 0 0 - - - 1 
= 1 + biPI + bzpz + ... + bsPs· 
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3. Proof of Theorem 2'. 
Let A = (~~ ~:) be given. By multiplying A to the right with a 
suitable integral unimodular matrix we can get any permutation of the 
columns of A and also arrange that the elements of a given column are 
multiplied by - 1. Hence, without loss of generality, we may suppose that 
(14) det A>O. 
Next, we note that the right hand member of (3) can be written as 
0) . (N(Ir+D) 
Is 0 
N(Ir+D)X) 
M-1(Is+E) . 
Now, as to the matrix Y there are no requirements at all. Hence, if Z 
is any 8 xr-matrix, the assertion of the theorem holds for A if and only 
if it holds for the matrix 
( Ir 0) 
Z Is 
In particular, we may choose Z= -Ac1A 3 • It follows that, without 
loss of generality, we may suppose that 
(15) As=O. 
We now divide the proof into four parts. 
3.1. Preliminary approximation to A by a matrix A 
Let us write 
det A1=cX, 
Then, by (14) and (15), 
det A =cX(3> 0. 
For given N we define M by Nr M -s = cX(3. We takeN as large as is required 
below for the applications of lemma 1 to the matrix A1-1 and the 
transposed of the matrix A4. 
First, we determine 8- 1 row vectors 
(i=r+ 1, ... , n-1) 
such that the matrix Q4= (qii) possesses the properties 3° and 4° given 
in section 2. This gives a certain matrix R4. Then, we define ,):)" as the 
last column of R4-1. Further, we denote the inverse of A 1 by 
B= (bij) (i, j = 1, ... , r) and the columns of B by 
bl, ... ,or. 
Applying lemma 1 to the matrix B consisting of the columns bl, ... , vr-1 
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we get r-1 column vectors 
~i= (~1) (j=1, ... , r-1) 
PrJ 
such that the properties 1 o and 2° hold. After this, we determine a column 
vector ~, of r components such that the components of 
(16) 
are all ~ l in absolute value. 
We are now ready for introducing the matrix D occurring in the 
theorem. For this purpose we apply the matrix A1 to the column 
vectors ~i-Nbi(j=1, ... , r-1) and to the vector (16). Then the compo-
nents of the resulting vectors are all of the form O(N•) 1). Further, the 
vectors A 1bi (j = 1, ... , r) constitute the unit matrix Ir. Hence, if we denote 
by Ir + D the matrix with columns 
N-1A1~i (j = 1, ... , r-1), 
then the elements of D are all of the form O(N-I+•) and so D is of the 
type desired in the theorem. 
We also make a beginning with the determination of the matrix E. 
Let an be the last row of A4 and let 1J be a real number. We now multiply 
the vectors qi to the right with the matrix A4-1. Then, we denote by 
ls+E1 the matrix with rows 
M-1qiA4-1 (i=r+ 1, ... , n-1), (1 +1])anA4-1 
(the last row has elements 0, ... , 0, 1 +1]), where 1J is determined in such 
a way that 
(17) det (ls+E1)=det (lr+D). 
Then, by the choice of the qi, the elements in the first s- 1 rows of E1 
are all of the form O(M-l+e). It follows from (17) that 1J is of the form 
(18) 1]=0 (max(N-I+•, M-1+•)). 
The matrices D and E1 being chosen we define the matrix A in the 
following way 
(19) A= (A1 ~2) = ((lr+D)-1 
0 A4 0 
Then we have the following relations 
(20) A1~i=Nei (j=1, ... , r-1) 
(21) A1~' +A2~" =Ncr 
(22) Mat=qi (i=r+1, ... ,n-1). 
Here ei denotes the j-th column of Ir and at the i-th row of A4. 
1 ) It is clear that the constant in the 0-symbol only depends on the matrix A. 
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3.2. Some computations 
Let us write 
det A1 = &, det A4 = fj. 
Then, on account of (17) and (19), we have 
(23) 
We now define the matrix P2 as in section 2 (see lemma 3), and then 
compute the matrix Y =A4P2 (compare the relation (5)). First of all, 
the s-vector R4,)J" has components 0, ... , 0, l. It follows therefore from 
the property 4°, in particular from the form of v4, that Q4.\J 11 = V4R4.\J 11 
is the zero vector. In other words, by (22), 
(24) (i=r+ 1, ... , n-1). 
Next, we complete the matrix Q4 to a s xs-matrix 0 4 by adding the 
(not necessarily integral) row Man, and write 04R4-1= V4. Then we have 
04.\J" = V4R4.)J", 
hence, by the form of V4 and R4.)J", 
Miln.)J" =det V4=det 04, 
and so 
(25) 
So we find that all elements of Y =A4P2 are zero, except for the element Ynr 
in its last row and column which is given by- (25). 
We also compute some determinants. Let ar' and ar'' denote the last 
rows of A1 and A2 respectively and, for brevity, write 
(26) ar"-~J" =e. 
Then we have, using (20), (21) and an obvious notation for the matrix 
which has given vectors as columns, 
det (,)J1, ... , ,)Jr-1, ,)J') = &-1 det (A1,)Jl, ... , A1,)Jr-1, A1,)J') 
= &-1 det (Nlr-A2P2) = &-1Nr (1-N-1()). 
On account of NrM-8 =cx(3 and (23) we then have 
det (,)J1, ... , ,)Jr-1, ,)J')=Msfj(1-N-1()). 
Next, by lemma 4, 
det M(A4-N-1YA2) =det MA4·det (Is-N-1P2A2) 
=det MA4·det (Is-N-1-~J"ar") 
=Msfj(1-N-1ar".)J") =Ms,B(l-N-1()). 
We thus have found the important relation 
(27) 
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It is this relation which will enable us hereafter to apply lemma 3. One 
should compare it with the relation (6) in the Introduction and also 
note the words "and only if" at the end of the proof of lemma 3. Or 
course, the adjustment of the last row of the matrix E1 such that (17) 
holds plays a role here. 
A by-product of the proof of (27) is that the number k defined by 
(28) 
is an integer. 
There is another way of computing the right hand member of (27). 
The matrix occurring there has s- 1 rows Mat= q t, whereas the last 
row is given by 
(29) ~o = M(an-N-1fjnrar"). 
Following the deduction of (25), with the last row of 0 4 replaced by ~0 , 
we get 
(30) 
We further show that 
(31) 
say, is a primitive integral vector. To this end, we choose an arbitrary 
integral r-vector :p thus that the matrix P with columns .):>1, .•• , .)Jr-1, :p 
has determinant 1; this is possible because of the property 2°, with 
k = r -1. Then, on the one hand, det A1P = a. On the other hand, by 
(20), the matrix A1P has the form 
where the elements on the open places are all zero. Therefore 
a= Nr-l(i/:j), or c:P = 1. 
Hence, by the form of A1P, 
cP= (0, ... , 0, 1), or c=P-1 (0, ... , 0, 1). 
Since P is integral and unimodular, this proves that the vector c is 
integral and primitive. 
3.3. Introduction of the matrix U and the lattice A. 
_ (Ir U) Let us multiply A to the right with a matrix 0 Is , where U is 
ari integral r xs-matrix to be determined below. This has the effect 
14 Series A 
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(see (7)) that A2 is replaced by 
Az*=Az+A1U. 
In particular, (i/' is replaced by 
(32) ar* = clr'' +a/ U. 
Next, we have 
(33) 
if we take 
(34) ~*=~'- U~". 
The foregoing computations remain valid if we replace Az, ar", ~' by 
A 2*, ar*, ~* respecrively ((J also changes). In particular, we have 
(35) det (~1, ... , ~r-1, ~*) =det M(A4 -N-1Y A2*) =5~", 
if 5 is the last row of M(A4-N-1Y Az*). Clearly, ~* is integral. 
At the end of the proof we shall also consider a matrix A4* obtained by 
modifying the last column On of A4 in a suitable manner. Let us write 
(36) det M(A4* -N-1 Y* A 2*) = (1- 8) det M(A4-N-1Y A 2*). 
Let us again consider the matrix M(A4 -N-:IYA2*). It has s-1 rows 
qi and one row 5 given by (see (32), (29), (25) and (31)) 
(37) 5=Man -N-1Mfjnrar* =5°- cU. 
By (35) and (28), its determinant is equal to 
Here c as well as ~" are primitive integral vectors. This has two conse-
quences. Firstly, if we write 
(38) t=cU, 
then t runs through all lattice points in s-dimensional space if U runs 
through all integral r xs-matrices. Secondly, the product cU~" =t~" 
takes on all integral values. Then, since k is an integer, there are matrices 
U such that 5~" = 0. 
We consider 5 as a point in an s-dimensional space. Then 5° is the 
point obtained by putting U = 0, and we have 
5=50-t, 50~"=k. 
We denote by H the hyperplane of points f with !~" = 0. The point 5 
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belongs to H if r=cU is chosen in such a way that r,):l"=k: 
(39) 
These points 5 constitute a certain (not necessarily homogeneous) 
(s-1)-dimensionallattice in H. We denote this lattice by X. The deter-
minant of .if is rather large. 
3.4. End of the proof 
We will return to our procedure in 3.1, where we have chosen prelim-
inarily the r columns ,):>1, ... , ,):lr-1, ,):>' of P1 and s-1 rows qr+l, ... , qn-1 of 
Q4. We have also replaced A by A. Now, according to our remarks in 
the Introduction we wish to approximate the matrix M(A4-N-1YA2) 
by a matrix Q4• Further, we wish to do this in such a way that 
det Q4=det P1 so that, by (27), 
det Q4=det M(A4-N-1YA2). 
We recall that the above matrix has rows qr+l, ... , qn-1, 5°. So we wish 
to approximate 5o in a certain sense by a row qn, in such a way that the 
determinant is not altered. However, such rows qn are distributed 
scarcely. But the difficulty which thus arises can be overcome by operating 
with the matrix U. 
It is convenient to work in thelinearsubspace H. We reason as follows: 
Let 51 be a particular point of the lattice .if introduced above, e.g. 
a point * o with minimal distance to the origin o. Let K be the cylinder 
consisting of the points ! with 1) 
(A. real). 
Applying MrNKOWSKr's theorem to a suitable portion of K and the 
homogeneous lattice A=A-51 we get some point 5 of A inK. We may 
even determine 5 in such a way that 
(we do not require that 5 be a primitive point of A). 
The point 51+ 5 belongs to X. We determine the matrix U in such a 
way that the vector (37) is equal to 5 = &1 + 5, and we write 
t)=&-Man. 
Further, we decompose 5 as follows 
5=(1-b)&+Mb (o real), 
such that b is orthogonal to &· It is easily verified that jMbj ~ 1 and that 
lol ~ (M -1)-1. 
-
1 ) liJI denotes the length of i). 
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We introduce now a new row On* by 
(40) Man*+ (1-o}t) =5 
and write 
(41) 
where A 4* is the matrix with rows ilr+I, ... , On-1, ( 1-o)an +b. Then the 
elements of E 2 are all of the form O(M-1). Further, we have 
Man*=5- (1-o)~+ (1-o)Miln=Mb + (1-o)Miln. 
Here, Mb belongs to H, and so b,j:J" =0. Hence, the last row of 
M(A4*-N-1Y*A2) is equal to 
(42} Man*-N-1Man*P2A2* 
=Mb+ (1-o)Man-N-1(1-o)MilnP2A2* 
=Mb + (1-o)~=5. 
The other rows are simply Mai=qi (i=r+1, ... , n-1). 
Next, we define Q4 as the matrix with rows qr+b ... , qn-1, 5 and P1 
as the matrix with columns ,):)1, ••. , ,j)r-1, ,):)* where ,):)* is given by (34). 
We recall that ,):)" and P2 are determined by R4, and so by the rows qi. 
By virtue of (20}, (21} and (33) we have 
A1P1 +A2*P2=Nlr. 
By (22) and (42}, 
A4*-N-1Y*A2*=M-1Q4, with Y*=A4*P2. 
On account of (35), (36) and ~ = ~1 + 5 E H the last matrix has determinant 
0, so that det Q4=0. Again, by (35), det P1=0. Then, by the choice of,):)", 
the conditions of lemma 3 are satisfied. And so, by that lemma, we can 
complete P1, P2, Q4 to full matrices P, Q. Hence it follows (see the 
Introduction) that the theorem holds for the matrix 
(~1 ~::) = clr~D)-1 (ls+E2~(Is+E1J (~1 ~:) (I~ ~) 
Then it also holds for the matrix ( : 1 ~:). The theorem is now proved. 
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